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The present study contextualizes critical discourse analysis on Singapore 
Airlines Premium Economy Class Advertisement to uncover the discrepancies 
behind their advertisement. Airline Advertisement is intended to attract 
prospective customers. Singapore Airlines as one of the biggest airline 
companies in the world is without exception. Singapore Airlines proposes an 
advertisement which locates their brand as a low-cost airline to attract potential 
customers in which affordability and comfortability are their selling points. 
Their advertisement is marketed through glamorous and convincing 
advertisements as a find a way to attract more passengers. Yet most people do not realize the “hidden” agenda behind those advertisements. Through critical 
discourse analysis, one can uncover the signs and interrogate the message which 
lies behind the advertisement. An advertisement is inseparable with their connotation towards certain ideology and meaning behind the “curtain” which 
manifest through the word choices, images, symbols, and the colors represented there. This paper seeks to unwrap the “not-so-white-lie” represented in Singapore Airlines’ Premium Economy Class Advertisement through critical discourse analysis and Baudrillard’s four stages of signs. 
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Introduction 
Advertisement has been an interesting subject to discuss, especially in 
the contemporary period in which both printed and digital media has been 
employed to promote certain brands or products. The studies about 
advertisement has been explored from different perspectives and different point of views. Advertisement cannot be separated from every day’s life as it is a 
message system which is designed to organise perceptions and creates certain 
structures of meaning (Williamson, 1978:12). In addition, the advertisements 
are functioned as a social language, a reader experience, a genre spectator and a 
technique of persuasion delivered in its own languages, custom and histories 
(Davidson, 1992:3). The nature of advertisement means that it is likely 
presented in eye-catching imagery wrapped in persuasive and inviting style of 
language.  
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Advertisement can also be considered as a type of discourses. Cook 
(1992) remarks that advertising is not a remote or specialised discourse but a 
discourse type in contemporary society. His assertion indicates that an 
advertisement also mirroring the custom and society in which they are 
circulated through the language used, especially as advertisement is rooted in 
the daily life. Therefore, critical discourse analysis can be one of the methods 
used to unmask the implicit ideologies and meanings that lie in it.  
To further explore how advertisement is analysed through the lens of CDA, this paper exemplifies Singapore Airlines’ Premium Economy Class 
advertisement. It is a very interesting advertisement because it is represented 
with very colourful picture and delivered with certain persuading language 
features. It is also an interesting subject to be analysed because it carries its own ideology and meaning behind its “curtain.” In other words, the chosen 
advertisement seems to communicate with the people through its symbols and 
images while in truth it also conveys hidden meanings. 
 
Literature Review 
Discourse can be described as a particular form of social practice which is 
influenced by the power and ideology. The point is to influence and interact to 
one and another in its centre (Fairclough, 1989). This social practice through 
discourses is assessible. Therefore, a critical discourse analysis or CDA is a type 
of discourse analytical research that studies the way dominance, inequality and social power is ‘inserted’ and resisted by the text and talk either in social or 
political arenas (van Dijk, 1993).  
Wodak (1998) believes that the aim of CDA is to unmask the ideology, 
structures of power, political control and dominances as well as the 
discriminatory inclusion and exclusion in language in use. Ideology itself could 
be interpreted as a whole system of beliefs, values and ideas that provides a 
restricted view of things (van Dijk, 1998). Therefore, since every person has 
her/his own ideologies; they (advertisers are among these people) are affected 
by their own ideological constraints as well as ideological constraints of the 
dominant power relations in society. The advertiser can impose the ideologies 
on others in society through advertising. 
In accordance to that, Baudrillard (1981) writes about the discussion of the 
signs, symbols and how they relate to the simultaneous existences in his book “Simulacra and Simulations”. He claims that the society has replaced the realities 
with the symbol and signs. In addition, human experience is a simulation of the 
reality. Simulation later becomes simulacra which refer to symbolism of culture or media that construct things which the society consider as “reality.” Living in the “reality” of the simulacra world will later cause a distorted sense of reality or 
hyperreality. Simulacra and Simulation itself breaks the sign-order into four 
stages, they are: (1) The sign represents basic reality, (2) The sign that 
misrepresents or distorts the reality behind it, (3) The sign disguises the fact 
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that there is no corresponding reality underneath, (4) The sign that bears no 




The writers employ qualitative research framework in conducting the 
research because it deals with social phenomenon. The subject is taken from an advertisement on Singapore Airlines’ Premium Economy Class. The CDA 
methodology is applied to unmask the ideology and real meaning which lie in 
the advertisement. The writers believe that by applying CDA, people can obtain 
more insight and better understanding from its in-depth analysis. A library study 
research is later conducted to provide some theories proposed by Baudrillard, 
Wodak and van Dijk. This study presents the discussion and the analysis in two 
sections. The first one underlines the language features in the advertisement 
through CDA method. It includes the analysis of the whole text organisation, the 
clause combination, grammatical and semantic features used. The second one foregrounds the advertisement by employing Jean Baudrillard’s perspectives of 
four stages of sign. Lastly, this study presents the analysis and possible avenue 
for further researches on language features.  
 
Discussion 
As mentioned before, the analysis of the advertisement consists of two 
sub sections.  The first point of view analyses the language features used in the 
advertisement through CDA research analysis. The second section discusses the chosen advertisement and analyse it from the angle of Jean Baudrillard’s four 
stages of sign.  
 
The Identification of Language Features in the Advertisement through CDA 
Research Analysis  
1. Whole-text organisation 
Through its whole-text organisation, this advertisement (even though it is 
persuasive) can be said as a descriptive text. Most of the words that are being 
used are in the form of adjective that is suitable to the characteristic of descriptive text. The use of adjective words like “premium, economy, great, extra, comfortable, and award winning” mentioned in the text describes the 
characteristics of the new product of Singapore Airlines that is being launched 
by the company.  
 
2. Clause Combination 
In the terms of clause combination, the sentences used in this 
advertisement are simple and persuading.  Purpose of this advertisement is 
persuasive in outlook, to convey people choosing the new class of Singapore 
Airlines as their preferred flight.  One of the examples of the clause 
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combinations is the word “it’s a little thing that make the journey great.” The words “little” in the clause is quite a little bit contradictory with the word “great.” These two binary oppositions show the meaning relies in it. In short, 
what Singapore Airlines wants to emphasise one thing: more expenses are 
required for comfortable flight. 
 
3. Grammatical and Semantic Features 
Through grammar and semantic features of the clauses, all of the clauses 
used in this advertisement are declarative. It highlights that Singapore 
Airlines wants to declare or want to make a statement about their new 
product. There are three important points to underline: 
a. In terms of modality, they do not use any modals because all the 
statements used in the advertisement are in the form of present tense. 
The function is to create a solid image about their new service. It means 
that in order to convince people about their new product, they tend to avoid uncertainty using the “uncertain” word like “can”, “may, or “usually.” 
b. In terms of relation between writer and reader, the purpose is clearly 
stated. The advertisement is intended for the readers or Singapore 
Airlines members who do not know that the Singapore Airlines has 
launched their new product. It is another evidence that Singapore Airlines 
tries to convey their readers about upgrading their flight to premium-
economy class to make their journey great and comfortable.  
c. In terms of transitivity, all the clauses used in this advertisement is 
transitive. Yet there is one passive sentence that should be noted which is, “All brought together…”. This sentence underlines the exaggeration of 
Singapore Airlines to promote their per-excellence service. 
 
4. Words 
The advertisement keeps repeating the words like “great” and “extra” 
features prominently throughout the text. The word great is stated 3 times 
and the word extra is mentioned 3 times as well. It shows that “the producer” 
of this advertisement, Singapore Airlines aims to emphasize that their new class is “greater” because it has some “extras.” Meanwhile, the word “premium” linked with the word “economy” is contradictive. A critical reader may question, “How could premium is identified with economic class?” The 
contradictory sentence does not make sense. It can be inferred that it is one of Singapore Airlines’ strategy to promote their brand as economic in pricing 
and outlook but is premium in service, although extra pricing is required. 
 
5. The Texturing work of the text as deeper analysis of the advertisement 
The texturing work of this advertisement presents the conclusion of all 
the aforementioned aspects. There are four important points to be analysed 
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representing, relating, identifying, and valuing. Each of them is going to be 
discussed in the following paragraphs with the support of some evidences of 
theories. 
In the terms of valuing, this advertisement is considered as an 
advertisement that carries a highly valued product. It can be seen from the 
choice of words they used like what have been analysed in the whole-text organisation section. They purposively employ certain words like “greater” and “extra” which show their tendency to convince people. The messages are 
clear: Singapore Airlines is a great airline and they are able to give extra 
services to their passengers.  Other words like “exclusive privileges” is written to show that Singapore Airlines’ passengers are the most valuable thing for the company. According 
to Cambridge Advanced Learners dictionary (1995), the word privilege means 
a noun that refers to a special right, advantage, or immunity granted or 
available only to a particular person or group of people. In this case, the word 
can also be interpreted as a trick to invite another passenger to travel with the new class. “Award-winning” also refers to a term of language used in an 
advertisement to attract the passengers. It is an interesting fact because the 
word award-winning is usually refer to achievement for prince, athlete or 
people with power or influence. Yet the usage of this term by Singapore 
Airlines is to emphasize their position as one leading airlines in the world 
In the terms of relating, continuing from the preceding paragraphs, the 
social relation in this advertisement is referred as knowledge relation. The 
Singapore Airlines is the subject who knows and has the product. They try to 
tell people about their new product: Premium-Economy class. The Singapore Airlines also tries to sell their product to those people. However, the “selling” 
strategy used here is not too direct but employs an implicit method of selling 
because the Singapore Airlines does not push people straight away to buy 
their new product. They do not force people also to fly with it but they 
persuade them by creating such images represented through the 
advertisement. Further explanation about the images on the advertisement will be provided using Baudrillard’s four stages of sign in the terms of 
representation. 
In the identifying terms, Singapore Airlines in this advertisement 
figures themselves as a high-class airlines company. The image they try to 
show is that they are still superior or a leading-airline company compares to 
others. Their new product which is the premium-economy class is the 
example. Their language style and features in the advertisement give brief 
understanding on how each detail and picture are represented in order to 
construct a great image of the Singapore Airlines. 
In the representation terms, each of the image and detail that lie in the 
advertisement carry some meanings. The image shows a lady lying down in a 
plane seat on the wooden dock. She is accompanied by an elegant flight 
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attendant with Audrey-Hepburn-look-mode-on and a bucket with a bottle of 
champagne close by. They are surrounded by the windows which are the 
image of airplane windows. These represented images convey their own 
meanings. 
The lady lying down in an airplane seat on a wooden dock represents the 
premium services in Singapore Airlines although the pricing is economy class. 
The image of the lady who is laying down on a comfortable chair also represents and supports the words “more comfortable seat” even it is in 
economy class. It is supported by the image of the pillow on the seat. Pillow is 
often used to represent the image that the passengers are expected to feel 
comfortable as when they are home. Those images are also to support the 
statement on the written form of advertisement. 
The wooden dock can normally be found around the swimming pool. It 
may carry a meaning that Singapore Airlines will make their passengers feel 
like home where they can relax. For most people, there is no place like home 
and normally the best place to relax is by the pool. The wooden dock also 
represents a high class or premium thing as it is very expensive to buy or to 
afford a wooden dock. How wooden dock is employed as an imagery can also 
be interpreted to support the image of affordable yet classy premium 
economy class. The placement of the plane’s window also provides an important portion 
to this advertisement. In the left side of the advertisement the window looks 
blurry and the window on the left side and the right side is on one line. It is 
because they want to emphasise the volume of two seats. The image is to 
show that with the new class, the passengers will have more spacious seats.  
The bottle of champagne and a glass of champagne reflect the luxury of 
the new Airline product. The name of the product is described as a “premium.” 
In order to support the idea, the image of cold champagne is represented as 
champagne evoke luxury and glamour. There may not be any champagne 
offered on board but the message that the airlines tries to deliver is clear. It is 
to travel with premium-economy class which is affordable but the passengers 
will be benefited with some luxury services  
Another meaning of a passenger that lies down on a plane seat and 
wooden docks is represented through an image of a beautiful elegant lady. It 
is understandable because none will take a glance on an advertisement 
showing a picture with an ugly woman on it. It is one of the marketing strategies. Another meaning can be found on the ‘presence’ of the next empty seat that seems like an ‘invitation’ for people to fly and join the premium 
economy class of Singapore Airlines. In addition, the image of a beautiful 
elegant professional look of the flight attendant wearing a very neat and 
lovely uniform, represents how the Airlines Company serve the passengers 
excellently, by providing excellent and good-looking flight attendants and 
other services on board.  
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Furthermore, the combination of colour used in this advertisement can 
also be interpreted into some meanings. The dominant colours used in the 
advertisement are reddish-yellow which resembles gold. It is represented by 
the sunrise, the colour of blue sky and white. One can analyse the colours used in this advertisement uses the Goethe’s psychological colour theory. 
Goethe (2005) believes that each colour represents mood and different 
emotion. The reddish-colour that represents in the sunrise for instance, may 
carry a meaning of excitement and represent a new beginning. It simply can 
be said that the launching of a new premium economy class is the sign of a 
new beginning of Singapore Airlines to promote its airline and to bring new 
excitement as well. 
The reddish-yellow colour itself mostly employed as a stand-in for the 
gold colour that Chinese people believe as the colour that carries a good luck 
and prosperity. Moreover, the use of gold colour represents the origin of 
Singapore Airlines that comes from Singapore, an area which is dominated by 
Chinese descendants. The CEO of Singapore Airlines, Mr. Goh Choon Phong is 
a Chinese guy who presumably still believes in the superstition that gold 
colour carries a significant meaning and a symbol of a good luck. The use of 
blue colour represents the light. In detail, it is presumable that the use of blue 
colour in this advertisement represents what the Airlines wish for the 
launching of the new class, in which to be as bright as the light and bring a 
good profit as well.  
In addition, the orange colour refers to nobility or enthusiasm. Therefore, 
there is the orange colour on that picture, on the sky and also on the pillow 
that represents an enthusiasm to attract the passenger. The use of white 
colour is also an interesting imagery to be analysed. According to Goethe 
(2005), white colour represents the purity in which the Singapore Airlines wants to convey the readers about their ‘honest’ luxurious services without 
having a tendency to over promise something. 
Those images are also supported with the passive word as “All brought together…” The word ‘all’ may represent their extra services including their 
comfortable seat, additional meal and beverage choices and exclusive privileges. However, it should rise a question, “How comfortable is comfortable?” or “How much extra one should pay for what they call “additional?” If what Singapore Airlines call comfortable is that the passengers will have extra space than their ‘basic’ economy class, it means 
that their illocutionary language used is high. It is simply because Singapore 
Airlines does not briefly describe what extra service will be given but only 
refers to more spacious seats for their passengers.  
  
CDA Analysis through the Lens of Baudrillard’s Four Stages of Sign 
In this section, this paper posits whether “great images” that Singapore 
Airlines are as the same as what they represented in reality or not? In 
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supporting these arguments, Baudrillard’s theory on four stages of sign is used. 
As cited in Peter Barry (2005), Jean Baudrillard states that there are four stages 
of sign. Those stages can represent four things; (1) they are basic reality, (2) 
distortion of reality, (3) the absence of reality and also (4) to represent no reality at all. The accordance of Baudrillard’s four stages and the signs shown by this 
advertisement is the focus of the following sections:  
1. The sign represents a basic reality.  
In this stage, Baudrillard says that all the signs that represent in such a 
thing are the representation of a basic reality. The advertisement used does 
not represent any reality at all in the real life. Seeing the pictures and all the promising words, people may think that by flying with Singapore Airlines’s 
premium economy may be comfortable. In a clear word, the signs in the 
advertisement evoke delusions to the people that they are going to be treated 
at least in a better way like a king or queen. The reality differs with the image 
in the advertisement. In truth, they are treated like a king or queen if they 
take the business class, which means that they would have to pay extra to do 
so. 
 
2. The sign is that it misrepresents or distorts the reality behind it. 
As aforementioned, there is no clear description given by Singapore 
Airlines regarding their premium-economy class. They only mention that by 
flying with this new class, the passengers will be benefited with more 
comfortable seat, additional meal, beverage choices and several privileges. 
They do not state the privileges benefited briefly and the passengers do not 
really know whether the airlines company will give more choices of meals 
and beverages or not. Yet the image they try to create which is the king-and-
queen-treatment is misleading.  
 
3. The sign is when the sign disguises the fact that there is no corresponding 
reality underneath.  
The premium economy class in the advertisement is employed as a discourse to exaggerate Singaporean Airlines’ economy class. In this case, 
Singapore Airlines uses the depoliticization of politics strategy, a strategy in 
which somebody will use his/her intimate relationship or friendship to 
reduce the tense and create certain feeling of togetherness (Bourdieu, 1982). 
By showing a certain image that they have an intimate relation to its 
passengers, Singapore Airlines seeks to foreground that they are able spoil 
the prospective clients by inviting them to such a new better class. It is 
expected that the passengers will believe this fact while in fact it may be 
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4. The sign that it bears no relation to any reality at all. 
The Singapore Airlines also uses a condescendence strategy. It is a strategy in which one will ‘lessen’ themselves in order to show their 
importance. The effect that they expect by doing so is the contrary of what 
they are saying (Bourdieu, 1982). In this case, by pretending to be “generous,” 
Singapore Airlines also tells its passengers a white lie. The reason is simply 
because the passengers will also have to pay more what they pay for the 
economy class if they want to go on this premium-economy class. This image 
represented through the advertisement is nothing but a doxa – a particular 
truth which most Singaporean Airlines passengers believe as a general truth. 
The extra service offered is basically non-sense because the passengers will 
have to pay extra than what they pay for basic economy class. The passengers 
deserve extra services for the amount they pay to fly with the new class. 
Therefore, it makes no sense if Singapore Airlines says that the passengers 
will be benefited with extra services. It is important also to be noted that the 
company is built to make profits and not to lose money. Horngren (1997) in 
his profit economy theory believes that the more profit one makes is better. It 
is not likely that Singapore Airlines as an airlines company want to lose 
money in giving extra services. 
 
Conclusion 
Based on the analysis, this present study concludes that each sign represented in the Singapore Airlines’ Premium Economy advertisement carry a 
significant meaning. The colour, picture, image of people, and other features in 
the advertisement conveys the hidden agenda that they want to convey to the 
passengers. The use of the language strategies such as de-politicization politic 
strategy or condescendence strategy is basically a white-lie to create a great 
image on the Singapore Airlines. Singapore Airlines employs some misleading 
signs through the image in the advertisement by showing that the airline is able 
to treat their passengers as a king/queen through their extra service. The airfare 
ticket for this new class is also more than the normal economy class. The 
premium service runs parallel with extra pricing, a fact which is deliberately 
omitted from the advertisement. Therefore, the passengers basically deserve 
those extra services. Singapore Airlines, as a professional and leading-airline 
company basically just intends to promote their brand as a high-class airline by 
creating false images through the advertisement about extra services on the new 
class. The purpose of doing it through deceptive advertisement on the premium 
economy class which in truth; conveys certain unsavoury agendas is also to 
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Appendix 1: The Advertisement of Singapore Airlines Premium   Economy 
Class 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
